
Hi Laure

i think the chapter reads well with good 
structure (maybe a bit too wordy in some 
points..).
I report below the comments up to page 23. The 
remaining comments i will write by Friday if 
it is okay for you.
Let me know if more help is needed.
Best regards
  Elena
=============

line1: provide us with -> provides ..
l13: theoretical ideas ‘and’ how to..
l15: in the ‘colliding’ nucleon ?
l18: large -> high
l20: astrophysics: reference?
l28: ‘a’,..can we remove the ‘’ ?
l49: have been -> were
l49: form also ->also form
l52 :FONLL…….->references ? (i see they are 
later but i wonder if it might be worth having 
them here already)
foot note 2: in my opinion the text is too 
colloquial:
  -> do not : does not (and not should be not 
in italic)
  -> To phrase it differently, theorists do 
not mean… -> i would rephrase it
  -> ..not less, not more ..-> same as above
l63: remove “As is well known,”
l67 : ambiguities ‘on’ how…
l67: comma after the ()
l68: Furthermore,  harder FF should be used at 
NLO..
l70: e+e- data : reference?
l72: As ‘it’ can be seen 



l 73: factor of two: relative to what is not 
clear
l79: realised -> achieved, obtained are maybe 
better?
l81: has been -> was
l 92: concerning ->Regarding
l100: heavy-light flavored hadrons: not clear
l101: approaches…: reference?
l154: RS is not clear to me
l165-166: something missing there
l179: on the one side -> on one side
l182: on the other -> on the other side
l188: we describe very briefly -> we briefly 
describe
 l199: reasonnable -> reasonable (this is 
repeated other times in the text)
l200: of the pair -> of the pairs
l202: open-heavy-flavour -> open heavy-flavor 
(or use similar syntax everywhere)
l203: Vogt (is it enough to put her name in 
the reference?
l206: inspite -> in spite
l207: a couple of plots…-> too colloquial in 
my opinion, also add reference to the plots
l207: but for the absence: difficult to 
connect it to the sentence
l 208: here and there.._. too informal
l223: appeared..the first.. -> the first 
….were applied in hadron..
l226-227 : two times P_T instead of p_T
l228: faced quite a number of..-> can be more 
quantitative and less colloquial
l235: introduces
l 237: probability
l237 an heavy quark -> a heavy quark
l241: this however opens -> however, this 
opens
l 251: in the recent years  remove the
l253: is it however important -> however it is 



important
l254: others -> other?
l255: collisions B factories -> collisions at 
B factories?
l 256: predicts
l256: at variance: maybe one can find a better 
wording
l 257: there does not -> it does not
l261: be modified -> were modified?
l276: though->through
277: i would remove the “to” in front of each 
bullet and write like full reconstruction, 
selection of specific decays…
l287:jet->jets
l289: also add trigger conditions?
caption Fig1, last line remove the in front of 
cc
l311: are drawn -> are reported?
l312: &->and
l312: remove and before the GM-VFNS
l313: in this plot-> in this figure
l318: i would rephrase: studies of azimuthal 
correlations between heavy-flavor decay 
leptons and charged hadrons
l 319: measurement characterized by pQCD: not 
clear what is means. Described , reproduced?
l321: Recently: i would remove it given that 
some of RHIC,Tevatron and LHC measurements are 
not so recent anymore
l323: conjugates
l323: built (not build) up-> maybe better made 
of?
l327: both from c and b: from both c and b
l331: profiting of : exploiting the larger..
l335: massive: can one say that this 
calculation is done with c quark mass?
l336: POWHEG is not in Figure 3 as stated in 
the previous sentence
FIg 2: right most plot misses the legend



in general to me three plots in a row seem to 
small (also for other figures)
FIgure 3: (a): & -> and, middle plot misses 
axis
l341: later -> latter
l348: would remove “For illustration” and 
start with “A compilation..”
l357: would remove “to perform”
l366: large moment -> high?
l366: due to the steeply falling slope: can 
this be explain a bit better?
l 368: b-jets have the advantage..: could you 
explain whether it is an advantage for theory 
or experiment?
l371: charmonium are - charmonia are
l373: proton-proton -> somewhere else is pp
l376: At high pt...overestimate data : the 
plots a and b have different pt ranges. What 
is low and high pt, is it possible to mention 
this?
l377: remove ‘ever’
l377: an purely -> a purely
l384: , for some, -> in part
l386: baryons -> baryon production
l 389: would rephrase : the observation of the 
Xib baryon states
l 393: under-estimates -> underestimates
l 415: the way it is written is seems that 
ALICE is not recent
l415: remove ‘the’ in front of studies. 
Consider replace studies with experiments? 
l415: offers -> offer
From l417 to 419: not clear , i suggest to 
rephrase it
l420 : why “the” and not simply the?
l 420: model -> models
l 422: Second: refers to L417 “First” but they 
are too far apart, it does not read well
l 425: percents -> percent?



l 432: Last year: can we remove it so that it 
is not bound to a year?
l 433: remove “precisely in this channel
l 433: Their results in the form of ds/dpt 
are.. -> The ds/dpt is shown..
l 434: Along the same lines, it is not a 
surprise that.. -> too colloquial, i would 
reword it
l439 one would have faced great surprises: 
same comment as l434
l440: is that of baryon anti-baryon decay:not 
clear
l 441: branching ratio
l 441: can remove admittedly
l 442; eta_c into pp ?
Figure 10: the three plots are too small, the 
most right one is not well visible. IN the 
caption: spectra -> cross section?
l 443: I would write: The latter case is the 
first measurement of..
l 446 : remove already and about
l 449: would avoid to use words like “let us 
now move to..”
l 450 extraction -> measurement?
l 450: could be-> was
l 451: branching ratio
l 452 Pt -> pT AND GeV->GeV/c
l 452: smaller that -> smaller than that
l 455: on the photon -> to the photon
l 455: remove about
l 457: one should never forget that this was 
the first… -> i would make it shorter and less 
informal
l 459: remove clearly
l 460: there is a space between 30 and %
l 464: figure number missing
l 465: fractions
l 466: by LHCb
l 467: one sees the superiority of using…: can 



this sentence be rephrased?
l 468: GeV/c
l 473: paramount importance: paramount?
l 474-475 : interesting on their own…..per se: 
i think their own and per se repeat the same 
concept
l 481: couple of: colloquial. Same as one does 
not need to care about….
l 487: remove very
l488: cross sections
footnote 7: let us however emphasize..too 
colloquial to me
Figure 11: Add the Left panel in the caption, 
what is now left is actually middle
Fgure 12: add left, middle, right …
l 493: Fig12(c)-> should be 12(b)?
l496: higher and higher -> higher (enough 
one?)
l 499: feed-downs? feed-down decays?
l502: ChiB’s -> ChiB ?
l505: shows the ratio of… -> add measured by 
CMS and LHCb
FIgure 13: explain difference between b and c. 
Btw, in the captions sometimes it is used 
“Left,Middle,Right”, her times”a,b,c”. try to 
use the same notation
l510: pt spectra: cross section?
l512: GeV/c
l512: could ‘be'
l 513: on the order->of the order. And remove 
‘though’
l 513, spaces between numbers and %
l516: GeV/c
l518: GeV/c
l 518 and following: spaces between numbers 
and % should be removed
Figure14, caption, some reference is missing
l526: precludes one to extract -> precludes 
the extraction of 



l527: confront -> compare
l527: references missing
l 528: normalization issue -> difficulties in 
obtaining the cross section ?
l528: some reference missing
Figure 15, caption: some reference missing

============= comments from page 24 will come 
soon


